
CONNECTION IN HOWARDS END

Forsterâ€™s novel, Howardâ€™s End, connection is perhaps the most important theme of the story, as the words "Only
connect" make up its epigraph. Connecting within oneself is a very important role which we are introduced to through
Mr. Henry Wilcoxâ€™s character and his development.

Think of what the spirit of English prose meant for Dickens and Hardy and Lawrenceâ€”men who did not
inherit a fortune as Forster did, but made their fortunes, and their names and souls, by their writing. Forster 
But his affection for it is understandable if it is read as his first, half-conscious attempt to write about
homosexuality. Passion has played little part in their relationship, and though they have gotten engaged they
have not yet touched. Wilcox, is astounded and upset by Paul's impulsive actions. Thus, Forster seems to
suggest that all parts of English society must learn to coexist on equal ground. Dalloway written by Virginia
Woolf is recognized as one of her masterpiece that wins her reputation as one of the most influential English
writers in the twentieth century. In this research paper I will focus on some examples of connections and
disconnections and interpret their meaning. In contrast, Charles is unable to compromise his views. Gender
Roles; Sexuality The differences between the Wilcoxes, primarily a family of men, and the Schlegels,
consisting mostly of women, are undeniable. Only connect the prose and the passion, and both will be exalted,
and human love will be seen at its height. Howards End by E. In his novel, Howard 's End, E. Ramsay enjoy
life. Throughout the novel, it becomes clear that in England, women are expected to submit to men. Forster is
viewed as one of Forster 's greatest achievements in fiction. Prose does not have to sound this way, so lullingly
and contentedly parochial. This masterful pacing is not easy to pull off, and it is one of the elements that has
made Howards End a book that has endured the test of time so successfully. Just what it takes to connect the
inner life with the outer life is never made entirely clear in the novel, but there are enough hints to get us
started on understanding the ways to achieve such a concord. Forster Essay - Howard's End by E. To say
exactly how their downfalls occur would be to give too much away, but Forster makes it clear that in both
cases, the meeting of the inner and the outer cannot be sustained, and this meeting leads both of them directly
to ruination. Dutiful sons, loving husbands, responsible fathersâ€”these are what she wants, and if we are
friends it must be in our spare time. Edward Morgan Forster contrasts very different characters in order to
show that the connection of the qualities of all these characters is necessary in order to view and to experience
life in its entirety. Dalloway began with Clarissa Dalloway who is a privileged British woman, living in
London with her husband Richard Dalloway The less explicit Forster is about sex, the more sentimental he
becomes, with results that are sometimes quite ludicrous. The idea that they could demand public
recognitionâ€”say, by setting up house together in Londonâ€”was beyond literary possibility though Forster
knew a number of established gay couples. As the novel is highly feminist, due to the ideas, words, and
actions of both the Schlegel sisters, it is merely inevitable that the concept of masculinity should be in the
novel as well, for its existence only supplements the feminist themes. The relationship of the sisters is
intimate, although their characters are very different; while Margaret is a rational and responsible woman,
Helen is dominated by her emotions, and, at first, can be easily influenced. Over the last hundred years, the
primacy of the body and of sexual desire became an article of psychological, medical, and commercial faith.
These extremes appear to be completely irreconcilable. However, the pervasiveness of masculinity is
multifaceted. Typically this compassion between the two seems strong as it does throughout most of the story;
however, things take a turn for the worse when Margaret announces her engagement to the slime Related
Documents Howard University Essay change. To achieve this, one must penetrate the inner life rather than
relying on the outer life. He never trusts Margaret or Helen, and sees Helen's situation as one that can be
rectified with violent revenge. Nature has no use for us: she has cut her stuff differently. So it is not
insignificant, in reading such a purple passage, to learn that at the time he wrote itâ€”in his
mid-twentiesâ€”Forster actually did not know how men and women had sexual intercourse.


